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The First Seasonal Report of
the CULTURAL ENGINE of West Philadelphia

a native plum soaring out of its tree tube in its first season --- & a butternut squash-ling
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Greetings!

Engineers, Friends, & the Engine-Curious -- Greetings & Happy Spring!

The last warm-season was a ferment of bubbly activity for the Cultural
Engine of West Philadelphia. We experienced a fascinating first season of
growth & learning.  As if a tree, it spread both its roots & its crown -- &
found areas of both low fertility & high; and both deep shade & sun.

There's a saying about perennial gardens -- when first planted, they sleep.
In the second season, they creep. In the third, they leap.  We're excited
about the growth ahead, and are so grateful for all the support, presence,
& shared energy that has fueled the Cultural Engine this year. Many
projects have bloomed, and there are many more seeds & seedlings being
sewn.

Read on to review the Engine’s year -- and to learn about the offerings in
the season(s) ahead.

- Frances Subbiondo (wildRose) and Alice Lo (Uma Umami), Editors

A savory South Indian-style crepe -- called a dosa -- made from a fermented, bubbly batter of rice & lentils.

(a favorite of the Engine kitchen)
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A YEAR IN REVIEW

vegetable starts  ---  & the now food-rich front garden at the Starship

Gardens & Gardeners Grow in West Philly

Twice a week, from May to November, aspiring green thumbs joined
Frances Rose in the Garden at the Starship Lollipop, & at its new plot at
the Warrington Community Garden, to coax food & medicine safely from
West Philly Earth.  Specifically, the work included:  the adoption of urban
land; building & stewardship of urban soil; the first plantings of a
perennial, edible & medicinal food forest; vegetable gardening; plant
pruning & communing; hard-scaping; season-extension; & much more.

Yields from both gardens -- including greens, tomatoes, eggplants, herbs,
pumpkins, & more -- found their way to hungry Family bellies that found
nourishment at the Starship, at community potlucks, & as well through
the Community Supported Kitchen menus throughout the season.
Together, we created a humble & significant stream of fresh, local foods
that meandered right through our community.
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Josefine/Voyager, the Engine's most regular garden apprentice this
season, had this to say of the experience:

"Plants intimidate me more than I can articulate. I'm more inclined to           
conjure wayward spirits or channel dark arts than to incrementally         
prune holly trees. Fortunately, this has changed after working weekly in          
the garden with Frances Rose this spring, summer, & fall - different           
stress but way more healing in the long run."

scenes from the Starship Garden

Meanwhile, all things gardening do not stop in the winter, but rather, get
more intimate.  This winter we’ll do as most life in the north does - take
rest in the quiet & the dark; dream deeply of the season to come.

3rd rain water catchment at the Starship -- boxed greens -- & potatoes grown in milk crates
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Do you know, or have a plot of land that needs loving attention & cultivation??  The
Engine is always interested in bringing more land-secure sites under cultivation.

Voyager, & the sheet-mulched (& transformed) Warrington Garden plot

Community Supported Kitchen Serves Love, Chick Peas &
Community Capital

Certainly the most visible program of the Cultural Engine this season was
the Community Supported Kitchen (CSK) -- which yielded 21 weeks of
weekly menus for a cast of around 15 mostly Radical Faerie subscribers,
delivered (by bicycle!) each week to a community drop-off point.  The
learning explorations here centered around Regenerative Food Systems --
namely discovering, creating, assembling, & weaving them.  How
regenerative a system could we weave & offer in service?

Almost all the ingredients for the entire season's menus were sourced
from just four local sources -- the Clark Park Farmer's market, Mariposa
Food Co-op, the Starship’s gardens, & other local community gardens
(like Earthskeepers @ 51st & Kingsessing).  These all score pretty
fabulously on the regeneration report card, as we supported other local
farmers & growers, youth service organizations, an extremely
neighborhood-minded co-op, as well as the Starship gardens.
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Wednesdays were our cooking days -- & when the CSK was really
humming, the kitchen was filled with lovely human spirits, cooking,
chopping, talking, eating, enjoying, packing, & more.  Meanwhile, many
different apprentice-chefs & a few Faerie guest chefs, all strutted their
unique genius in the Kitchen.

kitchen scenes with Rose, Uma, Hugz, & Jackelope

“My time in the kitchen was pure joy. Frances Rose is a marvelous teacher and every dish
was an adventure. She layers flavors like a French chef, and everyone involved was bursting
with enthusiasm and creativity,” said Feathers, the CSK's most frequent apprentice chef. “I
gained a basic knowledge of food preparation in the CSK that has gone with me everywhere
I've travelled.  I'm intensely grateful for the time I spent there.”
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Where the CSK scored lowest on the regeneration report card was on its
cooking fuel & delivery containers.  Hydraulic Fracturing (Fracking) is
the likely the source of the cooking fuel used in the CSKitchen's range -- &
only one of our subscribers chose to replace the reusable plastic
containers in which the kitchen packed food, with a stainless steel tiffin.
(Hurrah for Heather!)

To acknowledge the feelings of dissonance associated with the cooking
fuel in a project like this, we cooked a ‘Faerie Camp Destiny Pumpkin
Soup entirely on the Starship Garden Rocket Stove (another Engine
project) -- with free-fallen fuel from the neighborhood.  How satisfying!
A modest beginning -- & a significant gesture toward greater
self-sufficiency.

A regenerative perspective acknowledges many forms of abundance all
around us, and many different forms of capital. This year, CSK was
offered in gift, & received gifted subscription donations in return.  We
ran close to even, financially.  At the same time, we’ve enjoyed multiple
yields of Community Capital in the form of new and stronger
relationships, shared learning, increased resilience, healthy local food and
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more healthy bodies, and an awareness & practice of principles of
regeneration.
The Engine will be gathering feedback from participants & will be
trouble-shooting, tweaking, & re-designing the model for a possible 2nd
season starting in the spring with an eye toward generating right income
-- in the soil of gift economy.

Every week was a delight, an invitation to involve your imagination with your senses.
The food was delicious & wholesome, and it feels good to support a community
organization.  Five stars.   -- Neptune

Faeries & Friends Dream Big with LIFE DESIGN

The simple design process used in Life Design. Design Credit -- Dave Jacke

This season, Cultural Engine hosted both online & in-person sessions of
LIFE DESIGN.  LIFE DESIGN is a facilitated co-work space where we
apply an intuitive Design Process to reach greater clarity about, & deeper
connection to, the lives & world in which we want to live.  Through
practical exercises, simple tools, and the 'principles of regeneration'
modeled by nature, we consciously design ways to support ourselves and
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each other, to access and share the many gifts we bring into the world,
and to collaborate and leverage our collective gifts for widespread healing
& abundance.

A quote keeps coming to mind: the infamous, "if you give a man a fish,              
you feed him for a day, if you teach a man to fish, you feed him for a                 
lifetime". You are helping to feed us Frances!! With this food we will            
feed others and they will feed others and so on and so forth. You are              
essentially a seed to feed the world, and I am in great admiration of this              
and hope to use my skills in the same service.            -- Shannon S.

Life Design continues this winter both online & in-person. The depth of
our work together, and the safety and intimacy of the space we create is
supported by consistent participation/attendance. These session are
offered in gift.

Please contact us at <culturalengine@gmail.com> to inquire about our
present hosting times & places.

wildRose, Cultural Engine  West Philly

mailto:culturalengine@gmail.com
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Starship Lollipop Cultivates Regeneration
&  Starts a Cultural Engine at HOME

Rainwater diversion project at the Starship -- (featuring a gorgeous mural project led by artist Donald Gallagher)

The story of this season at the Starship Lollipop brings to bear the virtue
of growing Regeneration IN PLACE and also the beautiful reality of LIFE
IN PROGRESS. In the last 8 months, the Starship has played a starring
role in Cultural Engine’s activities, not only as stage and host, but also a
hearth and home as the place itself has ventured into community living.

This shared Radical Faerie home has been the gracious host to
Community Supported Kitchen & Garden programs, many Life Design
sessions, Cultural Engine work meetings, potluck meals, seasonal
celebrations, heart circles & more.  In addition, this year it has grown
from a 3-person residence to a community home of 7 Faeries, weaving
their lives & work together.  A shared intention to live in community has
yielded: a house that feels like Home; people that feel like Family; many
delicious shared meals; and (not without effort) weekly house meetings.

The Cultural Engine has been such a roller coaster of love through the            
entrances to our home. We've learned so much, eaten so much, and           
grown so much...I love that we have regular weekly meetings. It really           
helps keep the vibe of our home together. We get to sort out our             
preferences, talk through challenges, and most importantly take the        
time to breathe over the most important meal of the day: Rose-omelet           
brea-fist! - Pumpkin, House Mother
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Another significant yield has been the choice to undertake significant
spatial renovations to create more accessible spaces in the Home -- for
even more community activity & programming; while also creating
respite and privacy elsewhere.  Leading here, was the creation of ‘the
Solarium’ -- & a livable basement.  Stay tuned to the CE blog
(www.culturalengine.wordpress.com) for more updates -- a
Starship-specific website as well.

The Starship stands as a paragon of regeneration-in-process.  It
illustrates how designing your Home-place & Home-life can be a powerful
act of regeneration.  Life is (& lives are) everywhere; always unfolding.
Conscious & deliberate Regeneration occurs when we connect our dots
(to each other’s dots); to weave together that which serves us individually
in a way that supports one another and the whole.

Many heartfelt thanks to the Starship for playing so beautifully with the
Cultural Engine in regeneration this season.

‘It’s more fun with people.’ -- BeeBlés (House Mother)

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.culturalengine.wordpress.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGKeQk0LrBjR0BGbCUqnRS49pptPQ
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Ripples of Regeneration...

Regenerative undertakings need not be fast, dramatic, or big. Rather,
ecological designs favor small & slow, organic & biological solutions.
Consider a cultural engine a person or persons, that perform acts that
connect us to one another and to the web of life. Engines create a
beautiful wake that can be felt wherever they go. However far apart they
begin, ripples find one another eventually. However small or hard to see
at first, each act and intention adds a thread that makes the web and
story of Regeneration stronger, more resilient, more visible, more real.

This season, Cultural Engineers were at work in many places creating
ripples of regeneration (in myriad forms) beyond what is captured in this
newsletter -- innumerable meals prepared & shared together; intimate
conversations & shared learnings whispered; affirmations shouted;
agreements hissed; seeds planted; food harvested; workshops given;
meetings facilitated; medical students trained in inclusion, sensitivity,
gender, and sex-positivity on the frontlines of women’s health;
friendships deepened; gardens, apartments, campsites designed with a
permacultural eye; old shirts fabulously repurposed; goods and skills
bartered or gifted; conflicts peaceably resolved; co-op shifts fulfilled;
cuddle piles enjoyed -- and of course more.

Chances are, you already are a Cultural Engineer

If you want to connect with others doing this magical work...
If you want to grow & promote Regeneration...
If you want to dig deeper into the design of lives (and livelihoods) that

emerge from this Story...

Consider joining this force of nature -- this living system.
See ‘Connect with Cultural Engine’ below.
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Portrait of a Rocket Stove

A rocket stove for herbal teas built for a wellness camp in the Vermont woods;
this one boiled that kettle-full of water in 10 minutes.

A rocket stove is so-named because its flow is focused & unidirectional --
designed to take in air & fuel from the bottom (which creates a
super-efficient burn), and release rocket-like flames out the top.  The
stove requires no mortar and may be built with lain bricks simply found
about the site (and easily reconstructed or moved as necessary).
Kindling-sized fuel wood is sufficient to create a super-hot burn, and can
be more easily gathered, harvested than larger logs, and even
systematically coppiced. The brick mass of the stove, moreover, retains
and gives off heat for hours.

The work required to build this particular stove at Faerie Camp Destiny felt engaging
& collaborative.  And with its rather rapid completion, we had a hearth in the woods, a
teapot on top, & gratitude in our hearts.  For the rest of the Gathering Season too,
Destiny Fae enjoyed another nourishing social center set in our wooded Faerie Home.
-- wildRose
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THIS SEASON

First Great Faerie Expedition to Peru! Jan 31 - Feb 6

The Cultural Engine had the great honor to organize a healers’ expedition
to the Western Amazon Basin, to take part in an educational program in
Traditional Shipibo Medicine taught by an unaya of the Shipibo people
(& his extended family). The organizers of the program at Suipino
Healing Center are chosen-family to Frances Rose, and extended a special
invitation to Radical Faeries.

Immediate yields, amongst infinite possible ones, include: deepened
wealth of plant-medicine knowledge in Faerie community for the benefit
of all; deepened relationships & connections among Fae in the healing
arts; a living renewal of the practices & cosmology of an endangered
ancient wisdom tradition; and maybe an adventure of a lifetime.

We look forward to sharing stories of regeneration upon our return.  You
may still see the full program document here to understand the rich
context & beautiful social-ecology holding this trip, and consider joining
for our next journey south.

Wanna see pictures from the trip?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0Bw2gw1mIzwvqanF5eTZKLVFvYzA/edit
http://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fmedia%2Fset%2F%3Fset%3Da.10151584429343694.1073741828.598688693%26type%3D1%26l%3D74d942db60&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFJzJ53vS908L1mf4rAg-qCu0tXVg
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Wintertime is Dreamtime: Snuggly Mid-Winter

The Cultural Engine invites us all to dream our way into the new year &
the new Era.  This season is about rest & renewal; cultivating intimacy; &
cultivating regenerative practices - in whatever form - together.

One of our goals is to build a network beyond the reach of focused
attention.  Like the creeping webs of mycelia underground, it’s impossible
to take it all in at once, or credit any one unique strand for the work of
the whole system.  Hence, Engine programming this winter is ‘do it
(y)ourselves’.  Book discussions, herbal skill shares, winter wellness,
informal potluck, craft circles, regenerative movie nights & more of
(y)our own design and choosing.

If you wish to be a part of the conversation, please join the Cultural
Engine of Philadelphia googlegroup here.

Connect with the Cultural Engine

Want to contribute to the Cultural Engine of West Philly by offering your own
unique gifts? Want to lead your own Cultural Engine node? Or simply rev your
engine in good company?

Cultural Engine joyfully receives gifts in manifold currencies and seeks to weave
your unique passions, energy, loves and lives into the Story.

- We accept coin via Paypal at:  culturalengine@gmail.com
- We’re looking for: accounting support, web support, historians,
documentarians, writers, photographers.

With your help, the Engine can produce more offerings, create more programming
and reach more people.  If you are interested in seeing programming not yet
offered by the Cultural Engine, we want to hear from you.  What are your needs
and thoughts?
Please reach out to us here at culturalengine@gmail.com
Follow our thread of Regeneration at: www.culturalengine.wordpress.com

https://groups.google.com/d/forum/cultural-engine-philadelphia
mailto:culturalengine@gmail.com
mailto:culturalengine@gmail.com
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.culturalengine.wordpress.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGKeQk0LrBjR0BGbCUqnRS49pptPQ
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Special thanks

Cultural Engine’s Philadelphia premiere has been bountiful and blessed with
much support and partnership.

Special thanks (again!) to Pumpkin, BeeBlés, Hugz, Lemons, & David of the
Starship Lollipop for their generous service & radical hospitality;
.. to Heather LaCapria for her steady aid, warm service & raw desserts;
.. to Neptune, Gaff, Lemons for contributing moral support, professional expertise,
sage wisdom, and a healthy dose of the practical in our at moments delicate &
magical formative months;
.. to wildRose, for her faith & devotion to a Family-vision of regeneration;
.. and to Uma for deep collaboration and consultation in the design of living whole
systems, attention to Cultural Engine (West Philly) in its first year; and for
beginning to weave a thread of ‘Cultural Engine’ into the living, growing
Regeneration of NYC.

Because of the Cultural Engine, I feel more at peace with my mistakes and             
flaws. I've learned to accept their existence as part of my inner family, as the              
earth accepts all, rejecting none. These are vital, soft realizations of self that            
illuminate our indelible connection to the earth. Now that I've reconnected, I           
am more thankful than ever before. Purely thankful. And being in a state of             
gratitude, to me, is true happiness.    -- Gaff

Toggle, of the Starship Lollipop
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Epilogue and further invitation
We feel it valuable also to offer an essential description of what kind of
living system the Engine represents, and may itself be growing into.  Part
of the magic of living systems is in their uniqueness & unpredictability.
Living feedback cycles have constantly informed our directions & flow
this season, and continue to.  So, as we ourselves continue to grow
acquainted with the Engine at the end of its first season, we wish to share
something of our own understanding of its nature here with you.

If you are interested in a little deeper reading, follow these links to short
descriptions of the deeper essential inspirations for, & functions of
Cultural Engines found on the Cultural Engine homepage.

Thank you for your curiosity, for reading, & for your beautiful service to
Life.  <3  .

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fculturalengine.wordpress.com%2F2013%2F01%2F23%2Fwhy-cultural-engines%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGXbFkR17fvzQxdjTtYJ34N0v4Ahg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fculturalengine.wordpress.com%2F2013%2F01%2F23%2Ffunctions-of-cultural-engines%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNENhMhz6n4qxWX1QQCE-pRO95ij4Q

